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Magic school bus gets planted

Magic School Bus Rides Again hit Netflix on September 28th and, while technically it's a reboot, it will still bring the nostalgia of the 90s flooding back. With SNL's Kate McKinnon signing on to play Fiona Frizzle and the driver said the magic school bus, it looks like a promising reboot. So,
fans are probably already wondering, will Magic School Bus Rides Again Season 2 happen? Or will it be a short-term journey back to everyone's youth? While there has not yet been an official announcement that Magic School Bus Rides Again will receive a second season, it is still very
early for any kind of renewal announcement. After all, the debut season has just been released for streaming on Netflix. And while the platform doesn't publish ratings information, it's easy to see if people are copying the reboot by simply scanning on social media for the first few weeks that it
debuts. The children of the 1990s are notoriously critical of the staples of the 90s, who receive reboot treatment, and Magic School Bus has been a fan favorite throughout the three-year original run. Honestly, what child was not fascinated by Ms. Frizzle and her ability to fly the bus into the
digestive tract? Fortunately, Netflix is quite well known for its flaiency thanks to the renewal of its own series. Netflix shows almost always get a follow-up season (just a few exceptions), and with Magic School Bus Rides again already such built-in after plus potential for a whole new
audience of young children, it's likely that they'll get this second season – perhaps sometime in the six-12 month range that's standard for Netflix. (Probably closer to six months because Netflix kids shows tend to have a faster release system than dramas.) While the reboot will take a lot of
notes from the original series, such as using the classic OK line, bus, do your thing! in the trailer and visiting places like the human body and space, surely there are some changes that agone purists will have to try to evolve for this updated version. First, Ms. Frizzle is technically still Ms.
Frizzle but she is actually Fiona Frizzle (Kate McKinnon), Mr. Frizzle's original (Lily Tomlin) younger sister. You see, the elder Frizzle was promoted to Professor Frizzle, so the younger sis takes over things for her on the bus. NetflixUS&amp;Canada on YouTubeBesides the new Frizzle in
town, there will be some changes with children as well. Sure, they look like a cast of students from the original and bear the same names as Arnold and Ralphie, but with the rise of technology since the original series came out of the air in 1997, things like cell phones, selfies and, well, the
internet will play hard in the narrative this time around. According to the Netflix page, there is even an episode the group will take a cruise on the Internet. Internet. times have changed a bit since the original, and it makes sense that this reboot will want to make sure you touch that instead of
completely ignoring how different things are for kids today. In addition to driving online, the Netflix side of the guide episode shows that Ms. Frizzle will also be taking her classes on tours that are especially relevant to today's world, like seeing glacier creations (possibly to highlight their
impending demise?) and an episode focusing on alternative energy sources. Of course, it doesn't seem that this series will be shy of the important, modern scientific themes that concern viewers today. Can you hear that sound? It's the sound of delighted children from the 90s around the
world rejoicing in the opportunity to join the new Ms. Frizzle on the world's most famous school bus as she glids across the galaxy, explores the interior of a human body or scoots along the ocean floor with sea creatures. Check out Season 1 of Magic School Bus Rides Again now streaming
on Netflix. Catch your consent slips and fasten your seat belts as the Magic School Bus returns! Netflix has just released a trailer for the reboot The Magic School Bus Rides Again, which will be released on September 29. Walkerville School students (Liz the lizard included) go on the same
wild adventures exploring vast sea corners and stars, but there are some notable changes this time around. Here's what to expect from the revival of Scholastic Media. This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format or you can find more
information on your website. Lin-Manual Miranda tony award-winning Hamilton sings the theme song - and eventually nails it. While Lily Tomlin continues to voice Ms. Frizzle, she withdraws her magic keys. SNL's Kate McKinnon takes over as Fiona Felicity Frizzle, the teacher's younger
sister (yes, she also has fiery hair). Though not mentioned in the trailer back in January, producer Stu Stone told TMZ that there will be no more familiar faces (or voices, rather). In fact, he said, there is a whole generation that grew up with the series wanting a much-anticipated reboot. We
can't blame them - as one of the first animated PBS shows, he was one of the highest rated. Frizzle's trusted aerodynamic vehicle has even been upgraded. It will be equipped with modern robotics and today's technologies, according to an interview with The New York Times, and lessons
taught on the aforementioned re-shaped school bus will focus on STEM education (science, technology, engineering and mathematics). However, not all changes seem to be positive. There is no doubt that the series looks different, and around the computer-generated animation there was
criticism. The Washington Post described its alleged vulnerability as an urban mural for shiny new housing. And some people are upset because it looks like Ms. Frizzle got a nose job, as well as a smoother, round face. Netflix Regardless, the imagination is at full throes, and it's a treat for
old fans and new fans a thing a year a year (because kids are bound to love). We can't wait for September 29th, but when you're ready, binge-watch your favorite episodes from the original on Netflix. Bus, do your thing! This content is created and handled by a third party and imported to
this page to help users provide their email addresses. For more information about this and similar content, see piano.io This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format or you can find more information on your website. When most people
experience wanderlust, they plunk some money down on a plane ticket. But for Patrick Schmidt, his new adventure would require a lot more homework. The California native bought a 1990s school bus from a church for $4,500 last March. He then spent several months and another $8,500
to turn Big Blue into a one-of-a-kind RV fit for an adult. This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format or you can find more information on your website. Schmidt, with the help of his dad, gutted the bus to install basics such as electricity, heat
and water - and got rid of those sticky black floors (stained with dribbling a thousand boxes of juice, we're sure). This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format or you can find more information on your website. After completing the preparatory
work, the duo equipped the narrow interior with custom furniture. The tiny kitchen and nook are tingled in front, and the bedroom and bathroom fill the back, but the star of the show is the roof terrace prepared for bright nights. This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same
content in a different format or you can find more information on your website. This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format or you can find more information on your website. After getting the Big Blue road ready, Schmidt drove the vehicle
nearly 10,000 miles and through 30 states en route from California to Florida. His next adventure? Another vegas tour on the way to Seattle. This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format or you can find more information on your website. This
content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format or you can find more information on your website [h/t Mashable Mashable content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to this site to help users provide their email addresses. You may
be able to find more information about this and similar content in the piano.io Celebrate the new school year with a dessert that is as fun to make as it is to eat. 1. Start with a 9 X 13 sheet cake. It can be chocolate or yellow cake - whatever your family prefers. 2. Cut out a 2 x 3 rectangle
from the upper left corner. (This piece will not be used, so freeze it for later or eat quickly while no one is watching.) 3. Round edges along the top of the dough. 4. Mix 1 cup of vanilla icing with yellow and red food coloring to create a classic school bus color. Freeze the surface and sides of
the dough with a bright yellow-orange. 5. In the windows, mix 1/3 cup of vanilla icing with blue food coloring. Create one large window (for the driver), four smaller ones (for students) and a reflector. 6. Use 1/2 cup chocolate icing to frost the bottom of the bus. Place the remaining icing in the
zipper bag. Clipping from a small corner piece and pipe the name of the child's school 1 inch under the windows. Save additional frosting to scratch or create other details. 7. Stop sign: Cut the red fruit skin snack into the hexagon and place it under the driver's window. Write STOP with

frosting. 8. Tires: Divide the chocolate doughnut in half horizontally and press the chopped sides down into the dough. 9. People: Draw your hair and faces on candy wafers (or other round candy of your child's choice) with chocolate icing to create students and drivers. Roll out the gumdrop
and cut lengthwise to create the driver's body and add a cap made of candy or frosting. Frosting.
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